Mochita

Mochita: Mochita’s sin is jealousy. Mochita once beat up his little sister’s bully and tossed him into Mt. Fuji killing the poor guy. He was jealous of the attention his sister received for being bullied.

Rumor Rounds: Every so often, the GM will announce Rumor Time. This is an opportunity to write something about another character (not player) on one of the Rumor Boards. You may lie or tell the truth. If you are writing the truth, it does not need to be a verbatim report of what you know; paraphrasing is awesome.

Example Motive and Rumors:

Shepard’s Motive: Shepard’s sin is pride. Shepard was a gang member in her youth. She used her position in the Alliance to get several members of her ex-gang out of jail and back on the streets. Those criminals repaid her by selling an entire colony into slavery. While, she has eliminated most of the perpetrators, the Earl has captured one of the gang as a hostage to keep Shepard in line.

Rumor Board Examples: Shepard=Pride; Shepard belonged to a gang; Shepard steals eggs from James; Shepard supports slavery; Shepard is cheating on Garrus; Shepard is spying on you in the shower